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ADDITIONAL STRUCTURES ON INVERSE IMAGES OF
REGULAR VALUES OF SMOOTH MAPS INDUCED FROM THE
SOURCE MANIFOLDS AND CYCLES OF THE REEB SPACES
NAOKI KITAZAWA
Abstract. Morse functions and higher dimensional versions and their singu-
larity theory are useful in studying geometric properties of smooth manifolds.
In these studies, the Reeb space of a generic smooth map, defined as the space
of all the connected components of inverse images of the map, is a fundamen-
tal and useful tool. Reeb spaces are often polyhedra compatible with natural
simplicial structures of source manifolds and target ones. For example, for
Morse functions, fold maps, and proper stable maps, which are useful and
fundamental tools in these studies, the Reeb spaces are polyhedra.
In 2010s, Hiratuka and Saeki found that the top-dimensional homology
group of the Reeb space does not vanish for a smooth map such as a proper
stable map having an inverse image of a regular value containing a component
which is not (oriented) null-cobordant, and recently the author has found some
extended versions of this fact considering cobordism-like groups of equivalence
classes of smooth and closed manifolds.
In this paper, we show similar facts in the cases where source manifolds
and inverse images of maps of regular values may have additional algebraic
and differential topological structures other than differentiable structures and
orientations. We introduce one result as a statement not only for Reeb spaces
but also for generalized spaces called pseudo quotient spaces, which are first
introduced by Kobayashi and Saeki in 1996 to study algebraic and differential
topological properties of stable maps into the plane on closed manifolds of
dimension larger than 2 such as the types of the source manifolds and invari-
ance of source manifolds by certain deformations. We also give some explicit
applications of the result and another result.
1. Introduction.
The theory of Morse functions and its higher dimensional version, the singularity
theory and geometric theory of generic smooth maps such as stable maps (see
[3] for generic smooth maps including stable maps and their singular points) and
applications to geometric studies of smooth manifolds have developed since the
former half of 1900s.
Among the studies, in this paper, we study about a result on a relation between
homology groups of the Reeb spaces of such maps and classes or types of inverse
images of regular values by Saeki and Hiratuka [4] and its generalization by the
author [9]. The Reeb space of a continuous map is the space consisting of all the
connected components of inverse images of the map and it is a fundamental and
important tool in the studies (see [14] for example).
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We introduce definitions, fundamental properties and results related to generic
maps and Reeb spaces.
Definition 1. Let X and Y be polyhedra. A continuous map c : X → Y is
said to be triangulable if there exists a pair of triangulations of X and Y and
homeomorphisms (φX , φY ) onto X and Y respectively such that the composition
φY
−1 ◦ c ◦ φX is a simplicial map with respect to the given triangulations. We also
say that c is triangulable with respect to (φX , φY )
Fact 1 ([19]). (Proper) stable maps and more generally, Thom maps are always
triangulable (with respect to pairs of homeomorphisms giving the canonical triangu-
lations of the smooth manifolds).
Fact 2 ([4] and [5]). For a triangulable map c : X → Y with respect to (φX , φY ),
the Reeb space Wc is a polyhedron given by a homeomorphism φc from a polyhedron
and two maps qc : X → Wc and c¯ : Wc → Y are triangulable maps with respect to
the corresponding pairs of the homeomorphisms.
For triangulable smooth maps, let the corresponding triangulations be the canon-
ical ones unless otherwise stated. The following result is a key fact in this paper.
For an integer k > 0, we denote the k-dimensional smooth oriented cobordism
group by Ωk.
Fact 3 ([5]). Let m > n be positive integers. Let M be a smooth closed manifold of
dimension m and N be a smooth manifold of dimension n. Let (the manifolds M
and N be oriented and) f :M → N be a smooth triangulable map. If for a regular
value a, there exists a connected component of f−1(a) which is not (resp. oriented)
null-cobordant, then for the Reeb space Wf , the homology group Hn(Wf ;Z/2Z)
(resp. Hn(Wf ; Ωm−n)) is not trivial.
The author extended the result in [7], generalizing the coefficient modules as
groups consisting of cobordism-like equivalence classes of (oriented) differentiable
manifolds. .
In this paper, we consider (oriented) differentiable manifolds having additional
algebraic and differential topological structures and structures induced on inverse
images of regular values and show similar results. We also give explicit applications.
This paper is organized as the following.
First, we review Morse functions, fold maps and stable maps including the defi-
nition and fundamental properties of a fold map.
Next, we introduce pseudo quotient spaces and pseudo quotient maps, which are
regarded as generalizations of Reeb spaces and maps onto the Reeb spaces canoni-
cally obtained from given smooth maps. Note that pseudo quotient spaces were first
introduced by Kobayashi and Saeki in 1996 to study algebraic and differential topo-
logical properties of stable maps into the plane on closed manifolds of dimension
larger than 2 such as the invariances of source manifolds by certain deformations
and the types of the source manifolds [12].
Last, we introduce results and examples.
In this paper, smooth manifolds, smooth maps between them and bundles whose
fibers are manifolds etc. are of class C∞ unless otherwise stated. The singular set
of a smooth map is defined as the set of all the singular points of the map and the
singular value set of the map is defined as the image of the singular set.
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Last, let us explain notation. M is a smooth closed manifold of dimensionm ≥ 1,
N is a smooth manifold of dimension n without boundary satisfying the relation
m ≥ n ≥ 1, f is a smooth map from M into N . For a smooth map f , we denote
the singular set of the map by S(f).
2. Morse functions, fold maps and stable maps.
Stable maps are essential smooth maps in higher dimensional versions of the
theory of Morse functions. As simplest examples, Morse functions and their higher
dimensional versions, fold maps, are stable if their restrictions to the sets of all
the singular points or the singular sets, which are smooth closed submanifolds as
Proposition 1, are transversal. Stable Morse functions exist densely and stable
maps exist densely on a smooth and closed manifold if the pair of dimensions of
the source and the target manifolds is nice; see [3] for such fundamental facts.
We introduce the definition and a fundamental property of a fold map. See also
[15] for example for introductory facts and advanced studies on fold maps). A fold
map is a smooth map such that each singular point p is of the form
(x1, · · · , xm) 7→ (x1, · · · , xn−1,
m−i(p)∑
k=n
xk
2 −
m∑
k=m−i(p)+1
xk
2)
for some integers m,n, i(p) satisfying m ≥ n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i(p) ≤ m−n+12 .
Proposition 1. The integer i(p) is taken as a non-negative integer not larger than
m−n+1
2 uniquely. We call i(p) the index of p. The set of all the singular points of
an index is a smooth submanifold of dimension n− 1 and the restriction of the fold
map to the singular set is an immersion as introduced before.
If i(p) = 0 holds for each singular point above, then the fold map is said to be a
special generic map. As simplest examples, Morse functions on homotopy spheres
with just two singular points are special generic. For precise information on special
generic maps, see [16] for example.
Last, we introduce fundamental facts on Reeb spaces of fold maps including
special generic maps.
Proposition 2. (1) Stable fold maps are triangulable and the dimensions of
Reeb spaces coincide with the dimensions of the target manifolds.
(2) The Reeb spaces of special generic maps are compact manifolds with bound-
aries we can immerse into the target manifolds and we can construct such
special generic maps for any such compact manifolds with boundaries we
can immerse into the target manifolds whose dimensions coincide with the
compact manifolds. The inverse image of each regular value is a disjoint
union of a finite number of standard spheres.
3. Pseudo quotient spaces and pseudo quotient maps as
generalizations of Reeb spaces.
Definition 2. Let Wq be a polyhedron of dimension n. Let fq : M → Wq be a
triangulable map with respect to the pair of canonical triangulations ofM and Wq.
If for each point p ∈ Wq and the interior of a small connected and closed neigh-
borhood Np being n-dimensional and satisfying p ∈ IntNp, there exist triangulable
smooth map f , a point p′ ∈ Wf , a small connected and closed neighborhood Np′
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with its interior containing the point, and a diffeomorphism Φ and a PL homeo-
morphism φ such that for the maps fq,Np = fq|fq
−1(Np) : fq
−1(Np) → Np and
qf,N
p′
: qf
−1(Np′)→ Np′ , the relation qf,N
p′
◦ Φ = φ ◦ fq.Np holds, then Wq is said
to be a pseudo quotient space and fq is said to be a pseudo quotient map.
We can naturally define a singular point, a regular value, a singular value, the
singular set and the singular value set of the pseudo quotient map naturally.
Remark 1. Kobayashi and Saeki introduced pseudo quotient maps and pseudo
quotient spaces as specific versions of ones here in [12]. They set f as a stable
map into the plane on closed manifold of dimension larger than 2 and studied alge-
braic and differential topological properties of stable maps into the plane including
transformations of maps preserving diffeomorphism types of the source manifolds.
Example 1. (1) As extensions of special generic maps, by using fundamental
methods mentioned in [16] for example, we can construct pseudo quotient
maps onto arbitrary compact manifolds which are locally special generic.
There exists another compact manifold whose boundary is the original
source manifold and which collapses to the previous compact manifold and
each connected component of each inverse image of each regular value is
bounded by a closed disc embedded properly in the compact manifold so
that the discs bounded by different connected components of inverse images
of regular values do not intersect.
(2) A shadow of a 3-dimensional closed orientable manifold introduced by Tu-
raev is regarded as a pseudo quotient space. It is a 2-dimensional poly-
hedron and locally (the canonically defined quotient map of) stable fold
maps into the plane without any connected component of inverse images
containing two singular points called II3 type fiber. Moreover, a shadow is
divided into a finite number of connceted compact surfaces regarded as the
base space of a canonically defined S1-bundles consisting of regular values
by the singular value set and if we consider a gleam or a rational number
represented as a product of 12 and an integer as information on identification
on the boundary or the restriction of the total space of the S1-bundle to
the boundary. As the previous example, There exists a compact manifold
whose boundary is the original source manifold and which collapses to the
previous compact manifold and each connected component of each inverse
image of each regular value is bounded by a closed disc embedded properly
in the compact manifold so that the discs bounded by different connected
components of inverse images of regular values do not intersect.
For more precise studies on geometric theory of shadows, see [1], [2], [6]
and [20] for example. For the last part, see also [17] and [18] for example,
in which similar situations are considered and similar results are discussed:
only pairs of dimensions are general.
FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 show inverse images of a small closed interval transver-
sal to the singular value set and containing only one singular value in the interior
by maps in Example 1.
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Figure 1. The inverse image around a singular value whose in-
verse image contains just one singular point for Example 1.
Figure 2. The inverse image around a singular value whose in-
verse image contains just two singular point for Example 1.
4. Manifolds with additional structures, induced structures on
inverse images of regular values and top-dimensional homology
groups of Reeb spaces or pseudo quotient spaces.
As an extension of Fact 3 and a generalization in [9], in which inverse images of
regular values have only differentiable structures and more precise structures are
not considered, we can show the following.
Theorem 1. Let m > n be positive integers and let M be a closed manifold. Let R
be a principle ideal domain and A be a module over R. Let Wq be a polyhedron of
dimension n. Let τ ∈ Hm−n(M ;A). Let fq : M → Wq be a pseudo quotient map.
In addition, assume that the following hold.
(1) If there exists an element a of A satisfying 2a 6= 0, then M and Wq are
oriented.
(2) There exists a regular value such that the inverse image includes a connected
component such that the pull-back of τ does not vanish.
Thus the homology group Hn(Wq;A) is not zero.
Proof. The proof is essentially similar to the proofs of original theorems performed
in [4], [5] and [9]. We are enough to construct a non-trivial top-dimensional cycle.
For any n-dimensional simplex σ of Wq, we can correspond a (an oriented)
cobordism class uniquely by taking the class of inverse image of a regular value,
a submanifold of M , and we can take the pull-back τσ of τ to the inverse image
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and the value at the fundamental class fσ (induced from the orientation of M and
Wq if they are oriented as the first additional condition). The resulting value is
defined uniquely by the uniqueness of the cobordism class or the fact that for two
different regular values in a simplex, the inverse images are (oriented) cobordant in
M , which are discussed in Lemma 3.1 of [5] for example.
The value is zero if the simplex is not in the interior ofWq or a face of the simplex
is in the boundary and the sum
∑
στσ(fσ)σ for all the n-dimensional simplices of
Wq is a cycle. For the latter discussion, the key ingredients are a discussion in
the original paper and the fact that for each (n − 1)-dimensional face, each of the
n-dimensional simplices containing the face as a face and the inverse image of a
regular value in each simplex, the disjoint union of the obtained inverse images are
submanifolds being (resp. oriented) null-cobordant in M .
The second additional condition in the assumption implies that the obtained
cycle is not zero.

We present an explicit application. It immediately follows from a fundamental
fact on the well-known fundamental theory by de Rham.
Corollary 1. Let m > n be positive integers satisfying m − n = 2. If a closed
symplectic manifold of dimension m admits a pseudo quotient map onto an n-
dimensional pseudo quotient space whose top-dimensional homology group with co-
efficient ring R is zero, then the restriction of the given symplectic structure to each
connected component of the inverse image of each regular value is 0 and as a result
the component is a Lagrangian submanifold.
Example 2. (1) For example, in [10], [12] and [11], stable maps into the plane
from fundamental 4-dimensional closed manifolds with good differential
topological structures such as S4, the total space of a S2-bundle over S2,
complex projective plane and manifolds represented as their connected sums
whose Reeb spaces are 2-dimensional compact manifolds are presented.
Moreover, the total space of a S2-bundle over S2, complex projective plane
and manifolds represented as connected sums admit symplectic structures
and in such cases, each inverse image of each regular value is a Lagrangian
submanifold. Note also that the 2nd homology and cohomology group is
not zero for these 4-dimensional manifolds.
(2) Presented in [18] for example, S2 × S2 admits a fold map into the plane
represented as a round fold map whose singular set consists of 2 components
(a round fold map is a fold map introduced in [7] and [8] as a fold map such
that the singular value set is embedded concentric spheres) and the inverse
image of each regular value consists of 0, 1 or 2 spheres. See FIGURE
3. Let ∗ be a point in S2. Consider a symplectic structure such that on
S2 × {∗} ⊂ S2 × S2 and {∗} × S2 ⊂ S2 × S2, the values are 1, and we see
that each connected component of the inverse image of each regular value
in the center is not a Lagrangian submanifold.
We show another explicit applications.
Corollary 2. Let m > n be positive integers and let M be a closed and orientable
manifold. Let Wq be a pseudo quotient space of dimension n. Let fq :M →Wq be
a pseudo quotient map. Then the following hold
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Figure 3. A presentation of S2×S2 by a round fold map into the
plane (each manifold denotes the inverse image of a point in each
connected component of the set of all the regular values).
(1) Let m − n = 1 and M be a manifold with a spin structure. Assume that
Hn(Wf ;Z/2Z) is zero. If we restrict the spin structure to each connected
component of each inverse image of each regular value, then the obtained
spin manifold diffeomorphic to the circle bounds D2 as a spin manifold.
(2) Let m − n = 2 and M be a manifold with a spinc structure. Assume that
Hn(Wf ;Z) is zero. If we restrict the spin
c structure to each connected
component of each inverse image of each regular value, then the obtained
spinc manifold diffeomorphic to a closed and connected orientable manifold
bounds a 3-dimensional handlebody as a spinc manifold.
Proof. In the proof of the first statement, it is essential that spin structures of a
closed and orientable manifold which is spin is parametrized by its 1st cohomology
group with coefficient ring Z/2Z. Note that the restriction of the structure to
each closed submanifold determines a spin structure of the submanifold and if the
restriction is zero and the submanifold is a circle, it bounds D2 as a spin manifold.
In the proof of the second statement, it is essential that spinc structures of a closed
and orientable manifold which is spinc is parametrized by its 2nd cohomology group
with coefficient ring Z. Similar facts hold in this case. Note that 3-dimensional
handlebodies are represented as boundary connected sums of finite numbers of
S1 ×D2 and that the 2nd homology groups are zero.
From these facts together with the assumption on the top-dimensional homology
group of the Reeb space and Theorem 1, we obtain both results.

Example 3. (1) Let m > n be positive integers. Pseudo quotient maps in Ex-
ample 1 (1) satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 2 if m−n = 1, 2 holds. Ac-
cording to fundamental discussions on special generic maps like ones in [16],
we can construct a special generic map from an m-dimensional orientable
closed manifold into Rm−1 whose Reeb space is an (m − 1)-dimensional
compact manifold with non-empty boundary we can immerse into Rm−1
and for any spin structure, we can obtain a spin manifold bounded by the
source manifold as a spin manifold by fundamental discussions on special
generic maps and fold maps such that each inverse image of each regular
value consists of spheres like ones in [16] and [18] : to speak shortly, in
FIGURE 1, we are enough to attach D2 along each connected component
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of each inverse image of each regular value diffeomorphic to circle. About
spinc structures, we can consider a similar discussion.
(2) Shadows also satisfy the assumption of the first statement of Corollary 2 if
the 2nd homology groups with coefficient rings Z/2Z vanish. It seems to be
true that we can construct spin manifolds bounded by the source manifolds
as spin manifolds (3-dimensional closed and orientable manifolds are spin)
by using methods similar to the previous ones and by a little effort, we
may be able to show this. Note that as a related study, explicit algorithmic
constructions of spin cobordisms of 3- and 4-dimensional spin manifolds
from given shadows are performed in the last section of [2].
We introduce a module defined from cobordisms in the framed category. For pre-
cise explanations of terminologies and fundamental properties of framed manifolds
and the framed category, see [13] for example.
Let X be a compact smooth manifold. Let k < dimX be a non-negative integer.
For a k-dimensional properly embedded smooth submanifold S in X , let there exist
a normal bundle νS and a sequence of dimX − k independent sections S of the
bundle νS such that on the boundary ∂S, the values are in νS |∂S
⋂
T∂X|∂S . Then
(S, νS ,S) is said to be a framed manifold in X .
Let R be a PID. Let M be a closed and connected manifold of dimension m.
Let k < m be a non-negative integer. We define an R-module Fk(R,M) as a free
module generated by all the k-dimensional framed closed and connected manifolds
in M such that distinct k-dimensional framed closed and connected manifolds are
mutually independent in the module.
Definition 3. A submodule A over R is said to be compatible with the free module
above if for a framed compact (k + 1)-dimensional manifold in M × [0, 1], the
sum of all the element induced from connected components of the framed manifold
in M × {0} or M × {1} canonically obtained by the restriction regarding M =
M × {0} =M × {1} canonically is an element of A.
Remark 2. The elements in A in Definition 3 represents a cobordism relation of
framed manifolds. In the case where the relationm−k ≥ 12m+1 holds, Fk(Z,M)/A
can be a well-known commutative group called degree m− k cohomotopy group of
M . The sum of this commutative group is defined by taking the disjoint union of
corresponding framed manifolds.
Theorem 2. Let m > n be positive integers and let M be a closed manifold of di-
mension m. Let R be a principle ideal domain and let A be an R-module compatible
with the free module Fm−n(R,M). Let N be an oriented manifold of dimension n
without boundary. Let f : M → N be a triangulable map. If there exists a regular
value such that the inverse image includes a connected component such that for a
naturally obtained framed manifold, the value obtained and uniquely defined by the
natural quotient map from Fm−n(R,M) onto Fm−n(R,M)/A, by virtue of funda-
mental properties of framed manifolds, is not zero, then Hn(Wf ;Fm−n(R,M)/A)
is not zero.
Proof. As the proof of Theorem 1, for any n-dimensional simplex σ of Wf , we can
correspond an element in Fσ ∈ Fk(R,M)/A uniquely by taking the class and the
uniquely determined element of inverse image of a regular value, a submanifold of
M . The uniqueness of the element and the class follows from the fact that for two
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different regular values, the inverse images are cobordant as framed manifolds in
M , which we can see from the fundamental discussion presented in [13] and Lemma
3.1 of [5], for example.
The sum
∑
σFσσ for all the n-dimensional simplices of Wf is a cycle being not
zero by an argument similar to that of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Example 4. In [7] and [8] for example, it is mentioned that the total space of a
smooth Sk-bundle (k ≥ 1) over S2 admits a round fold map into the plane such
that the inverse image of a regular value in the connected component of the regular
value set diffeomorphic to an open disc is Sk ⊔ Sk. The Reeb space is homotopy
equivalent to S2. Set k = 1 and set the source manifold as S3 or a Hopf-fibration
over S2. Then each connected component Sk = S1 of the second condition which is
a fiber of the bundle is not null-cobordant as a framed manifold by a fundamental
discussion on framed manifolds.
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